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Gordon Ryan - MD of Expology
Claire McAree - Visitor Engagement at Expology

Invited Expert View:

Who is this Workshop For?

Workshop Outcomes! 

You Will Need....

A computer 

This Mural Link ;)

Yourself 

Your willingness to participate

How to use mural!

Icons are Here  Arrows and Connectors are here!

✏️ Experience Designers
🙋 ♀ Content Innovation Pros
👩 💻🏻 Digital Designers

-Starting to think about Location Based Content:
-Gain a deep understanding on Location Based
Content
-Discover what makes an amazing digital experience
-Share experiences with others on creating content
enhanced visitor experiences
-Learn from a range of best practices, what makes
great experiences and where others often fail

Designing your own Digital Experience:
-Get together as teams and shape a real digital
experience
-Think about the user needs and how new
technologies, beacons and LBS can serve and solve
core needs
-Map out ideas and develop these into concepts
-Try-out and test your own LBS discovery trail

Post it notes and Text boxes are
here! 

Creating Digital Experiences & Location Based Content With Expology

Workshop Description

Expology, works on a strategic level with clients to
establish a good connection between projected objectives,
and exhibition or experience deliverables - establishing
robust design briefs, and effective conceptual response by
safeguarding good team and client creative cooperation.
Currently we are creating experiences for Sagastaad
Viking Ship Center,  Danish Parliament, New IKEA
Museum and Expology were the recent winners of an
international competition for the design of the new
Munch Documentary Exhibition here in Oslo. 

Expology have been 'telling stories through physical and
digital space' for the past 21 years. They are proud of
our internal tools and methodologies for developing
compelling and relevant experiences. As part of this
workshop, Gordon and Claire will be hosting a workshop on
how to how to develop Location-Based Content
experiences (iBeacon or similar).

As part of this project, you'll will be working with
selected groups, to write and implement a playful trail
experience right in the heart of Oslo, using it as a
canvas for idea exploration.

Finding Themes For Your Location Based Content 

Now that you have a good understanding of what location based content is, we're going to use the sections below to find you can create location based content in your destination

First step, identify different themes within which you could make some
stunning location based content around. 
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Your Ideas go here

Finding The Most Interesting Locations

Now the most important step of creating location based content is identifying
interesting locations to build content around. Use the sections below to identify
locations, match your themes to your locations and build trials around the location
and the theme. 

L

Theme:

Using Location Based Content to Meet Visitors Needs

How can you use location based content to meet visitor needs? 
Use the section below to identify visitor needs and different location based content that can solve these
visitor issues/visitor needs. We have created an example for you. 

Visitor Needs: Location Based Content:
e.g Visitors need to know
waiting times for attractions 

e.g Can show info about waiting times when
people are near attractions and suggest alternative
attractions based on the person's location

Looking at the examples from Expology as well as some of your own visual content,
think about what makes a great visual experience and where your own visual
content can be stronger! 

What makes great
visual content

Where our visual
content can be
improved

How can we further improve
our visual content?

How can location based content
help us create stronger visual
content?

What makes great visual
content?

How can we turn great
visual content into location
based content.

Designing your Own Location Based Content! 

What

Where

How

What is your theme?

Where will your location based content take place?

How will you be delivering your location based
content to your visitors?

Using the section below start to map out your ideas for your location based content. Think about what the theme
of your content will be, where the location is, where this will be taking place and how you are going to deliver
your location based content to visitors.

Now that you've picked your location, use the x below to mark out different points within your location to
interact with the users. Identify how you can interact - for example using a bluetooth beacon, or an app. 

Identifying points for interactivity

1. 

2.

3.

4.

Using Location Based Content to Create Stories

Now that you have designed your location based content, how can you use it to create stories? 
Use the flow charts below to map potential stories to build your location based content around. 

Trail:

Theme:

Trail:

Theme:

Trail:

Theme:

Trail:

Location:

Location: Location:

What Makes A Great Visual Experience
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Worksheets From Expology!

Where are the key moments for building location based content in your visitor journey. Are they before, after or
during a visit? Think about the staff/people who are enabling this in each moment of a journey. What is your
wow moment. What is the moment you think will make people remember the experience. 

Key Moments. 

User Journey - Chapters! 
Try to think about the user journey in chapters- WHat are the key chapters in the visitors
journey! 

Concept Chapters! 

How to use: Take a key moment, and answer the following questions, to help us develop a sense
of what we might test… what does the installation (concept) need to do?

Visitor Experience 

How to use :Describe what’s happening in each part of a visitor’s journey…  describe the
touch-points, the medium, the experience that characterises their journey.  Empathise
with the user. 

A Journey Through Space

How can you use lovcation based content to take your
visitors on a journey through a space! 

Visitor Journey Main Visit 

How to use: What happens when, for the ‘Main Visit’.   Divide the information
from the ‘Chapters’ worksheet, and spread the chapters in the best possible order. 

Building a Location Based Content Prototype! 

Use the section beow to map out your protoype of location based
content! 

Value Miner Theory

Read the Section Below on Value Minor Theory, how can
you apply it to what you do in your location?

Goals, Challanges, Solutions, Deliverables . 

What are your goals, what are your challenges, what are your solutions, what are your deliverables? 
You can get inspiration from the example we've filled out below! 

Designed with care by Digital Tourism Think Tank#DTTTCAMPUS  #digitalexperiences


